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From Reader Review The Paranormal 13 for online ebook

Jim Neville says

The author has skills which are not my cup of tea. There's too much minutiae for my taste. I spent way too
much time looking for some kind of closure. It never came. I was rewarded with a link. I was going to give
this the lowest rating, but some people actually love extended teasers.

So, I made up my own ending and vowed never to read the author again. For example, my ending to the first
story is as follows:
Maisie (the ghost) recruits Adam and the ghost of Jeremiah Wilcox's Navajo wife to rescue Angela. They
can't get through the doors, so they go through the walls. Angela knocks on Conner Wilcox bedroom door
and stabs him in the heart. She takes his power and then kills Damon Wilcox. Then she and Adam live
happily ever after. Now I have closure.

Krista says

I RECOMMEND THIS COLLECTION! sure a few of the books were not to my taste but still read them.
even found a few new authors I really like. with 13 books, just skip ones if you don't like one.

Book 1 - DarkAngel witches of Cleopatra Hill by Christine Pope- 4.5* - really liked this one... want to
continue with her series... cliffhanger though loses half a star for that

Book 2- Twin Souls nevermore by K.A. Poe - 4*s - for a vampire story with high school characters I was
surprised by how much I enjoyed this story. was nervous right of the bat I didn't like the writing style but
really liked the book and would absolutely read the next... huge bonus it WASN'T a cliffhanger! 4*s

Book 3 - The Girl (Guardians) by Lola St Vil - 3*'s Angel book, so it was a nice break from all the vampire
books. YA not a typical read for me, just find them to be all the same. Really liked the ideas behind this book
just wish they would have been developed better. Not sure it's a cliffhanger exactly but it doesn't have an
ending which is annoying

Book 4 - Rest for the Wicked (Claire Wiche chronicles) by Cate Dean- 3.5*'s a witch possessed by a decent
demon pitted against a bad demon paired with a Jinn, a good witch and a once possessed man.... sure why
not. I enjoyed this book. no cliffhanger

Book 5 - Drowning Mermaids (Sacred Breath) by Nadia Scrieva- 5*'s! favorite in this 13 book compilation
so far. well written... obviously about mermaids.. great love story between an Alaskan crab boat captain in
his 50's and a 600 year old yet 18 looking mermaid princess. loved it!

Book 6 - I Bring the Fire (A Loki Story) by C. Gockel - 3.5*'s... Would have been a 4* if it wasn't a
CLIFFHANGER! grrrrrr WHY! Detest cliffhanger authors! Would have continued this series had I not been
FORCED to.
Loki, Norse "God" come to our world. great story, well written, fun... shame:(



Book 7 - The Witch Hunter by Nicole R. Taylor -2.5*'s ... least favorite so far out of all the books. story
about civil war turned vampires still living in their same town, same house, yet no one notices. so many
inconsistencies

Book 8 - Beyond the Fortunetellers Tent - by Kristy Tate - 4*'s ... I really liked this story, just wasn't
"paranormally" enough, in my opinion. Really the only paranormal thing about this book was the original
time travel incident which happens right away and the lead male, Emory, is some kind of immortal (never
disclosed what kind) that has 2 small budgeted brushes with death paragraphs where he heals himself. That
being said I really liked the story and had it been a historical romance instead of paranormal I probably
wouldn't have been left with the feeling of wanting more out of the story.

Book 9 - Nolander (Emanations #1) by Becca Mills - 4*’s for a cliffhanger ending. challenging story,
unique... terminology was confusing at times (workings, emanations,...)

Book 10 - The Medium (Emily Chambers, Spirit Medium #1) by CJ Archer- 5*'s - I thoroughly enjoyed this
book. the story of Emily the medium and her ghost Jacob as they track a demon that has been unleased in
London while also trying to solve the mystery of Jacobs death

Book 11 - Dream Student (Dream Series) by JJ DiBenedetto - 4*'s - liked this book well enough. something
different than I typically read. would continue with the series if it was cheap. Sara the antagonist shares the
dreams of a serial killer on her college campus. she also shares the dreams of her dormmates, roommate and
soon to be boyfriend. she leads her bf& best friend on a quest to find and stop the killer before he strikes
again

Book 12 - Deception (The Transformed) by Stacy Claflin -

Book 13 - The Black Parade by Kyoko M. - 5*'s angels and demons and seerers... love story between the
archangel Michael and a seer (helps ghosts pass onto the afterlife) Jordan... engaging, Jordan's sass is
refreshing. loved this book

Book 14 - The Thought Readers (Mind Dimensions 1) by Dima Zales - 3*'s - start of with I HATE
CLIFFHANGER'S! based on that alone I won't be reading the next book. but if this was a stand alone in a
series I might consider reading the next one. I liked it because it was a new concept in this genre which is
refreshing. other than that not much I can say good because the cliffhanger ruined it

Coco.V says

? FREE on Amazon today (11/23/2017)! ?

Beth says

This collection is HUGE & took me forever to read! All these books are full-length & the 1st in a series, so
all the stories leave you wanting more. A couple stories had some printing errors, but the stories were all
pretty good. Make sure you have plenty of memory on your Kindle for this collection!



Megan says

 First Book Darkangel by Christine Pope
It was a good start, the first book hooks you and i think i may buy the next one.
The characters were interesting, and the storyline was nice if a little bit the same as others, however I did
enjoy it and I do think I'll read the next book if it isn't anywhere near a pound in price, that would be an
overspend.

 Second Twin Souls by K.A. Poe
I hate the second. Barely got a quarter through.

Can say very little about this but the characters were just disturbing. Not what I want to read. It was just so
ergh! The typical the woman you thought was your mum wasn't! OH MY GOD REALLY? *Puke* what
crap.

 Third book The Girl by Lola St Vil
The third I must admit made me want to slit my wrists. Soooo depressing! And a little boring

I hate the characters, I felt sorry for 'Emmy' and then it just got boring. Shes 15 it felt like I was reading a
child abuse story. YUCK. The main love interest is boring, hes rude and nasty. Her friends are just horrible.
What the heck?

 Fourth book, Rest For The Wicked by Cate Dean
4th book is just damn confusing. Picks up near the end but then the ending is disappointing and pointless. It
also made very little sense, but it went away from the grain (ish) but then it went right back to it again haha.
SHOCKER.

Will  not  be reading more

Angel Graham says

I had already read The Black Parade by Kyoko M. and Twin Souls by K.A. Poe
The rest were new authors to me, and I have to say I wasn't all that impressed. Darkangel by Christine Pope
was the only new to me author I actually enjoyed.

I wasn't thrilled that nearly all of them ended in cliffhangers. Had I realized that, I would not have bought the
bundle at all.

Katrina says

One of the best

Out of all of the collections of paranormal novels that I have purchased, I have to rate this as one of the best.



First, the novels were actually all novels not just short stories. Second, most of the authors had more than a
passing acquaintance with either the English language or a decent editor. And finally, there were books I
actually wanted to follow up on, and for which I have purchased sequels! Those are rare events in my
experience, so I have no hesitation in recommending this collection to anyone with an interest in paranormal
novels who may be looking for new authors. As long as you aren't expecting the polished grace of
professionally published authors, I don't think you will be disappointed.

Kira Simion says

I read the first and second story and I quit. The stories were really nice starting *cough* Christina Pope
*cough* 3.5 stars for her *cough* but, after reading the second story with its' umm....how do I word this
nicely? Mediocre writing? I liked the concept but, it didn't flow as well as I thought it would. Maybe it's
because the first story got me hyped up a bit that I expected even more or maybe I just don't like writing
that's choppy but, I did not finish all 13 stories.

If you like the paranormal and romance then you'll like (some of) these stories. The whole anthology as a
whole gets 2 stars.

I READ THE STORIES OUT OF ORDER! (So my second choice was one of the others). (Just letting you
know lol.)

Melinda says

Paranormal 13
I downloaded this book for free. It has 14 paranormal books written by various authors. Most of them are
paranormal romances but some of them don’t seem to be romances at all.
I tried to read all of the books but I just couldn’t finish some of them either because they were geared toward
teenagers or, in one case, the writing was just not up to par. Two of them were excellent and I actually went
on to read the next books in the series.
And BEWARE almost all of the books end with cliffhangers. The authors want you to read the next book in
the series.
Darkangel by Christine Pope
I liked this one so much that I read some more books of the series before I continued on to the next stories in
Paranormal 13

Twin Souls by K.A. Poe
Too young and teeny-bopperish for me. I read a few pages and stopped.

The Girl by Lola St. Vil
Another one too young for me.

Rest for the Wicked by Cate Dean
I finished this book and it was okay.

Drowning Mermaids by Nadia Scrieva



Another book that was just okay.

I Bring the Fire by C. Gockel
The story might have been good but the writing was too amateurish for me. I didn’t finish.

The Witch Hunter by Nicole R. Taylor
A Vampire Diaries ripoff. Not very original. I did finish it though.

Beyond the Fortune Teller’s Tent by Kristy Tate
A pretty good book.

Nolander by Becca Mills
A very original story. Not much on the romance but I enjoyed it anyway. I read the next book in the series
and will continue reading them when her next book comes out.

The Medium by C.J. Archer
A pretty good book.

Dream Student by J.J. DiBenedetto
Too young for me.

Deception by Stacy Claflin
Too young for me. I actually tried to read it but the author made it into a Cinderella story where the main
character was not treated as well as her sister. I did not finish.

The Black Parade by Kyoko M
A pretty good book.

The Thought Readers by Dima Zales
A pretty good book.

For full reviews go to
www.paranormalromanceslut.com

Carly Compass says

You cannot beat it for the price!

Check out indie authors for free! I have reviewed each individually here on my website
www.carlycompass.com/Goodreads for all my reviews and more.

Dj Acrey says

Great Selection of Stories!!



I would recommend this box set for those who enjoy a variety of para/fantasy type stories!! I will definitely
be reading future works of these authors!!

Donna Teskey says

Good Read

The Paranormal 13 is a collection of quick easy reading. I recommend for teens. My only complaint is poor
editing.

N.N. Light says

I love these kind of anthologies because it allows me to get a taste of new-to-me authors for less than a buck.
I love all things paranormal and urban fantasy and in this set, there's 14 stories to sink my teeth into. First,
here's the stories:

Darkangel by Christine Pope
Twin Souls by K.A. Poe
The Girl by Lola St Vil
More Than a Feeling by Cate Dean
Drowning Mermaids by Nadia Scrieva
Wolves by C. Gockel
The Witch Hunter by Nicole R Taylor
Beyond the Fortuneteller’s Tent by Kristy Tate
Nolander by Becca Mills
The Medium by C.J. Archer
Dream Student by J.J. DiBendetto
Deception by Stacy Claflin
The Black Parade by Kyoko M.
The Thought Readers by Dima Zales

I was already familiar with Kristy Tate, Stacy Claflin and J.J. DiBendetto so it was thrilling to read the
others. I liked all the stories with the exception of one (The Black Parade). Each story pretty much ends on a
semi-cliffhanger but I was expecting that so no big deal. Each story has plenty of intriguing characters,
action-filled scenes and whets the appetite for more.

Highly recommend!

My Rating: 4 stars

Cathy Pratt says

I liked most of the books in this box set. Some were not worth reading g but I did. Overall I would rate this
maybe a 4 straightening burdensome some of the stories were poorly written. Storylines are good. Would I



recommend this box set?? Answer: maybe..depends on what author you like to read. Just to let you all know
these are the first books to series. If you don't like cliffhangers then this is not for you.

Victoria says

it is a great book to read


